Although several models to determine the formation temperature in the modelling of thermal production and injection processes have already been suggested, there is no rigorous or systematic comparison between these models' predictions that can guide the choice of the most appropriate one. Another issue in thermal wellbore simulators is the commonly used assumption of semisteady-state heat transfer from the wellbore up to the cementing/formation interface. The effect of the semisteady-state assumption vs. the unsteadystate assumption for the heat transfer from the wellbore up to the formation has not received much attention in the literature and can be important in some cases.
Introduction
Wellbore fluid flow and heat transfer modelling is among the most important tasks in the petroleum industry, particularly now when more complex production, injection, monitoring and testing operations are applied to the wells. Because the wellbore is the only means of communication between the surface and underground, its accurate modelling has a direct and strong impact on the overall design, control and optimization of the reservoir, wells and surface facilities. For these reasons, many investigators have devoted numerous efforts to the wellbore fluid flow and heat transfer modelling for many years.
As early as 1937, Schlumberger et al. (1) pointed out the advantage of fluid temperature measurement in the wellbore. After that, several researchers attempted to estimate the fluid temperature or interpret temperature logs along the wellbore [Nowak (2) , Bird (3) , Lesem et al. (4) , Kirkpatrick (5) and Moss and White (6) ]. However, it was in 1962 when the first mathematical model to estimate the fluid temperature as a function of the production time and well depth was proposed by Ramey (7) and Edwardson et al. (8) for hot water injection and mud circulation, respectively.
Ramey's seminal work (7) was based on a number of assumptions to simplify the mass, momentum and heat conservation equations, while weakening the strong coupling between them. In spite of these assumptions, which were necessary to obtain an analytical solution of the problem, this work was the basis of many wellbore flow models [see a detailed literature review on this topic by Bahonar et al. (9) ]. Over the last few decades, different researchers [Satter (10) , Holst and Flock (11) , Willhite (12) , Pacheco and Ali (13) , Herrera et al. (14) , Shiu and Beggs (15) , Ali (16) , Fontanilla and Aziz (17) , Yao (18) , Hong and Griston (19) , Griston and Willhite (20) , Sharma et al. (21) , Stone et al. (22) , Wu and Pruess (23) , Sagar et al. (24) , Alves et al. (25) and Hagoort (26) ] attempted to relax Ramey's assumptions, model more complex wells and find fast and stable solution methods for solving various wellbore models. Two of those researchers who have had great contributions in the fluid and heat flow modelling of wellbore are Hasan and Kabir, who started their major work by developing an analytical model of the flowing fluid temperature inside the well in 1994 (27) . Their work was followed by a series of publications in which the original model has been further modified or applied to other problems [Hasan and Kabir (28) , Hasan et al. (29) , Hasan and Kabir (30) and Hasan et al. (31) ]. Recently, Livescu et al. extended their black-oil nonisothermal multiphase wellbore model, which was submitted for publication in 2008 and accepted in 2010 [Livescu et al. (32) ] to the compositional nonisothermal multiphase wellbore model [Livescu et al. (33) ]; similar compositional wellbore simulations were also performed by other researchers [Stone et al. (34) and Pourafshary et al. (35) ].
A common treatment in the previously stated approaches is that most of them attempted to solve mass, momentum and energy balance equations inside the wellbore. Additionally, a majority of those models coupled the energy balance equation inside the wellbore to the transient formation heat equation by means of an overall heat transfer coefficient. The differences between these approaches were based in the treatment of the formation temperature. For example, some of them solved a 1D or 2D heat transfer PDE in the formation with numerical methods, while others solved various simplified (approximated) 1D heat transfer PDEs of the formation with analytical methods. These different treatments and the resulting different predictions raise questions as to which approach is appropriate for a given process and has correct subsequent effects on the performance of wellbore simulators. An accurate treatment of the formation temperature is important in sensitive processes, such as in the reverse well testing where the surface data are translated back to bottomhole conditions to estimate the formation fluid and rock properties. Therefore, any small error in the calculation of the formation temperature because of its coupling with wellbore equations is boosted along the wellbore and affects all the data obtained at bottomhole conditions.
Another common strategy in most of the previously mentioned approaches is the semisteady-state assumption for the modelling of heat loss from tubing toward the formation (see the Unsteady-State Heat Transfer Modelling section for more explanation). Although this assumption works well for the later-stage simulation for longterm integration, it is not appropriate for the early-stage simulation or short-term integration when a system is still at the unsteady-state condition. For example, for the reverse well testing where all the events happen within some minutes to some hours, accounting for the transient behaviour is essential to precisely translate wellhead data to the bottomhole conditions.
The objective of this study is to systematically address the two previously described issues. First, a multiphase thermal wellbore model that entails the simultaneous solution of the coupled momentum and mass conservation equations inside the wellbore coupled with an energy conservation equation for the fluids inside the wellbore, surrounding media and formation is briefly described. Then, five different models for FTT are compared. Of these models, two use a numerical method (1D and 2D modelling of the formation) and the other three are based on empirical correlations. Subsequently, the effects of these different FTTs on the evaluation of casing temperature, heat loss, steam quality and wellbore temperature are analyzed. Predictions of the 1D and 2D models of the formation heat transfer are also compared. Additionally, the effect of different choices of FTTs on the run time of a simulator is reported. An approach to consider the unsteady-state heat transfer from the tubing up to cementing/formation interface will be examined and compared with the semisteady-state assumption. Finally, the model proposed is used to predict the casing temperature. Its prediction is compared with both field data and the prediction of other models. The difference in the prediction of the casing temperature between this model and other existing models will be explained in terms of the FTTs that have been used in these models.
Model Formulation
Although the complete formulation of the system shown in Fig.  1 has been reported in reference [Bahonar et al. (9) ], for the sake of this paper, it will be described. For the modelling purpose, this system is divided into three parts: the wellbore tubing, the surrounding system from the tubing wall up to formation and the formation. The equations used for each part and the numerical scheme are briefly described. For more details, the reader may refer to our previous study [Bahonar et al. (9) ]. It should be noted that because only the water component exists in the tubing, one mass conservation equation is used.
Momentum Balance Equation.
The total pressure drop inside the wellbore tubing is attributed to four major effects: hydrostatic, frictional, acceleration (kinetic) and unsteady-state and can be expressed as [ (Beggs and Brill (36) , Ali (16) , Hasan and Kabir (28) , Hasan et al. (29) , Hasan et al. (37) , Livescu et al. (38, 39) , Hasan and Kabir (30) , Hasan et al. (31) , Livescu et al. (33) and Livescu et al. (32) ]: The temperature rise of the cement and tubular material may be taken to be a fraction of the rise in the fluid temperature at any time [Hasan and Kabir (28) and Hasan et al. (29) ]. In this case, the thermal storage parameter, C T , represents the capacity of the wellbore to store or release heat as a multiple of the fluid mass and fluid heat capacity. In fact, Hasan and Kabir (28) used the concept of C T to take into account the unsteady-state heat flow from the tubing up to the formation and assumed that this unsteady-state condition in tubular and cement material is a fraction of unsteady-state in the tubing fluid (C T is a matching parameter). However, the C T concept will not be used in our formulation and instead, the unsteady-state condition in the tubular and cement material is modelled with another scheme that will be explained later.
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Tubular and Cement Material.
There is a series of heat resistances from the tubing up to the formation. The heat is lost from the tubing fluid, goes through these heat resistances, and finally is absorbed by the formation as illustrated in Fig. 1 where the various parameters are defined in the Nomenclature. The radiation heat transfer coefficient h r is calculated by the StefanBoltzmann law, and the convective heat transfer coefficient is attributed to the Grashof and Prandtl numbers. It is important to know that the controlling resistance over the depth of interest is the convective and radiative heat-transfer coefficients in the annulus that must be honoured appropriately [Hasan and Kabir (30) ].
Formation.
The formation is the part that surrounds the wellbore system and acts as a heat source or sink for the wellbore. Formulations for the formation part will be explained later.
To be able to solve the problem considered, two additional equations are required. The first one is an appropriate equation of state (EOS) to estimate parameters such as fluid density, enthalpy and internal energy. The second one is a set of multiphase flow equations to estimate the in-situ gas volume fraction. Two models, the driftflux model of Hasan et al. (37) through its simplicity, continuity and differentiability and the Beggs and Brill's model (36) for comparison purposes, are implemented in this study.
Numerical Implementation. Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the gridding system used. Staggered gridding (Fig. 2) is used for the tubing part. Because the accumulation term in the earth PDE has the dominant unsteadiness effect on the final solution, all terms containing time in the conservation Equations (1)- (3) are ignored for the tubing. However, the whole system is still at the unsteady-state condition as a result of coupling between the energy Equation (3) inside the tubing and earth PDE through the heat loss Equation (4) . In the case that 1D or 2D unsteady-state heat transfer PDEs are used for the FTT, a fully implicit scheme with the finite difference method is used to solve the problem. The formation domain is gridded equally in the axial direction (except the wellhead and bottomhole to capture boundary effects), and geometrically in the radial direction. The resulting system of algebraic equations is solved with BiCGSTAB with an appropriate preconditioner. Detailed information on the formulations, discretization and gridding system of the formation are given in the next section.
Equation (1) with the stated assumption is simplified and for the discretization of both the momentum and energy balances, Equations (2) and (3), the standard Godunov first-order upwinding scheme is implemented. An iterative procedure that involves updating the nonlinear coefficients and overall heat transfer coefficient at each iteration is used for the entire fluid-flow and heat transport computation. The numerical algorithm works in a doubleiterative manner on the gas superficial velocity and fluid pressure to solve the three conservation equations sequentially. More details that explain numerical implementation are given in Bahonar et al. (9) .
Models for FTT
In this section, five different models for FTT will be presented. The procedure used to calculate the tubing external temperature, the insulation external temperature (if any) and the casing internal temperature as well as that for updating the overall heat transfer coefficient will be first explained. Assuming steady-state heat transfer from fluid inside the tubing up to the cementing/formation interface in each timestep, equations for the temperature calculation of the internal and external surfaces of different parts (tubing, insulation, casing and cementing) can be derived. The casing internal temperature is expressed as:
It is common in the literature to assume that k c is large (T ci ≈T co ), which leads to the following simplified equation: In the present study, this simplifying assumption will not be adopted and the original Equation (6) In each timestep, the tubing (or possibly insulation) external temperature and casing internal temperature are estimated based on the information from the last timestep by use of Equations (6), (8) and (9) . Knowing these temperatures, the convective and radiative heat transfer coefficients for the annulus (temperature-dependent) are calculated from the Grashof and Prandtl numbers and StefanBoltzmann law, respectively. The overall heat transfer coefficient U to is then obtained from Equation (5) . With calculated U to , the tubing (insulation) external temperature and casing internal temperature are recalculated again and after that, the convective and radiative heat transfer coefficients for the annulus as well as U to are updated. This iterative procedure will be repeated until appropriate convergence is gained in the tubing (insulation) external temperature, casing internal temperature and U to .
As seen from Equations (6)- (9), T f and T wb are present in all these equations and should be updated at each timestep.T f is obtained by solving the coupled mass, momentum and energy balance equations inside the main computational loops. After computing this new fluid temperature and by use of the old formation temperature, the heat loss from the wellbore toward the formation can be obtained by use of Equation (4) . The next step of updating the formation temperature represents a major part of the present study and will be examined lengthily. There are two main approaches to update the unsteady-state formation temperature. The first one involves solving numerically the 1D or 2D PDE of heat transfer in the formation with appropriate boundary and initial conditions at the expense of high computational time and complex modelling. In the second approach, simpler and faster correlations that are based on approximations of the 1D heat transfer PDE of the formation are used. Obviously, the solution of the numerical approach is more physically meaningful than that of the correlating approach. The different models for FTT are presented next.
FTT Models No. 1 and 2
The 2D heat transfer PDE (FTT No. 1) is given by: (10) where a e ' is defined as: In Equations (10) and (11) T e is the formation (earth) temperature, k er the conduction coefficient in the radial direction, k ez the conduction coefficient in the z-direction, r e the formation density and C pe the heat capacity of the formation.
The initial condition given by the following equation is simply a multilinear increase in the formation temperature from the surface to the reservoir with a slope of g Ti that is the geothermal gradient of the formation for layer " l ": (16) That is, the top and bottom boundaries of the formation remain at a constant temperature, there is no heat flux at the outer earth boundary and the heat flux is prescribed at the cementing/earth interface.
The 1D heat transfer PDE (FTT No. 2) is given by: (17) with the same initial and boundary conditions as in 2D except that Equations (13) and (14) are irrelevant in this case. Equation (10) for the 2D case can be discretized in a fully implicit scheme as:
, ......... (18) where the coefficients, a L , a W , a C and a V are given in Appendix A. Equation (18) . In the 1D case, a L and a U are zero and a C does not contain the z-terms.
In the case where k er =k ez =k e , Equation (10) can be simplified to: 
where a e is the earth thermal diffusion coefficient: Even though this assumption (k er =k ez =k e ) was made in our previous work [Bahonar et al. (9) ], using the more general Equation (10) has a number of benefits. First, it allows handling the multilayer formation with different geothermal gradients and different initial temperatures. Second, in the case that the casing becomes hot, it may cause some of the water in the formation near the casing to vaporize and move away from the casing. This causes some of the formation around the casing to dry; therefore, the thermal conductivity of the formation near the casing will decrease and can subsequently cause a significant increase in the casing temperature and possible casing failure [Willhite (12) ]. With the more general form of the formation equation this phenomenon can be accurately modelled.
It is worth mentioning that in the axial direction an equal gridding system is used, except near wellhead and bottomhole locations where more refined grids are adopted to capture boundary effects. A geometric gridding system is used in the radial direction. The number of grids and the maximum radius of the formation that is assumed as infinity where the initial temperature remains fixed are arbitrary (in this study we assume r e =50 ft and the number of grids=15). The locations of grid boundaries and centres for the geometric gridding system are given in Appendix B. The resulting equations are solved by use of the BiCGSTAB method with an appropriate preconditioner for acceleration.
FTT Model No. 3
The second approach of FTT is based on the correlations that approximate the 1D heat transfer Equation (17) with the assumption of k er =k e = constant. Ramey (7) used the following equation to calculate the heat loss toward the formation: (21) where f (t) is a dimensionless time function. Combining the previously described expression with the original heat loss equation and by use of the equation for the initial formation temperature [Equations (22) and (23), respectively], Equation (24) can be derived for the cementing/formation interface temperature (known as the wellbore temperature, T wb ): Now, if we can somehow obtain f (t) and plug it in Equation (24), the updated formation temperature can be obtained. In fact, Equation (17) has an exact solution [Wang (40) ] as given by: In Equation (26) , J 0 , J 1 , Y 0 and Y 1 are the Bessel and modified Bessel functions of zero and first order, respectively. However, solving the integral Equation (26) even numerically is difficult. Ramey (7) suggested the following approximate correlation for f (t): The previously described expression for f (t) is called Ramey's dimensionless time function. This function has been frequently used by many investigators [Pacheco and Ali (13) , Herrera et al. (14) , Horne and Shinohara (41) , Fontanilla and Aziz (17) and Yao (18) ].
FTT Model No. 4
Fontanilla and Aziz [Fontanilla (42) and Fontanilla and Aziz (17) ] estimated the dimensionless time function f (t) from solutions for radial heat conduction in an infinitely long cylinder. They obtained the solutions based on Ramey's (7) and Carslaw and Jaeger's (43) work as shown in Fig. 3 that presents f (t) for a cylinder losing heat at constant temperature, a constant heat flux line source and a cylinder losing heat under radiation or convection boundary conditions [Fontanilla (42) ]. Fig. 3 shows that all five solutions converge to a single line that is the line source solution for time greater than 1 week. In fact, Ramey's dimensionless time function is an approximation for the line source solution that works for time greater than 1 week. Fontanilla (42) used a regression technique to obtain thirdorder polynomial approximations for each of the five curves in 
FTT Model No. 5
The last dimensionless time function to consider is the one introduced by Hasan and Kabir (27) : The previously described expressions for f (t) are discontinuous at t D =1.5. Therefore, they suggested another form for f (t) [Hasan and Kabir (27) ]: This form has been frequently used by Hasan and Kabir in their recent works. Table 1 clearly summarizes the stated five FTT models in terms of the model number, type and name and can be referred to at any time. In the next section, we will check the performance of each of these models in terms of prediction and computational time.
Results

Effects of Different Choices of FTT.
We now examine the effect of different choices of FTT on the performance of a wellbore simulator. The data for running the simulator as shown in Table 2 are chosen from the Field Tests 1A from a test on the 61-0 Martha Bigpond well [Bleakley (44) ]. Figs. 4-7 demonstrate the effect of the FTT type on the estimation of temperature of the cementing/ formation interface for 1, 10, 100 and 1,000 hours of steam injection, respectively. In these figures, our base and accurate solution is the numerical 2D modelling because it is the closest to the physics of the problem. As seen in Fig. 4 , Ramey's model gives an unrealistic result for 1 hour of steam injection because it predicts a temperature of the cementing/formation interface less than the geothermal formation temperature that is the initial temperature of the formation. For the case of 10 hours, Ramey's model still underpredicts the temperature 7.9°F or a 8.8% relative error in average for this field test (Fig. 5) . As reported in Fontanilla (42) , Yao (18) and Hagoort (26) , Ramey's model works quite well for a large time (more than a week). Therefore, this model is the second most accurate one
to the 2D model; its relative error rises to 18.9% for the last case. It seems that among the correlations, Fontanilla and Aziz's model has a normal behaviour, starting with a 8.5% relative error for 1 hour of steam injection and decreasing to 7.7%, 7.6% and 6.0% relative errors as time progresses.
Next, the effect of a temperature difference for the estimation of the cementing/formation interface temperature with different models on the casing temperature, heat loss, steam quality and tubing fluid temperature is discussed. For this purpose, the results of the simulator for 1,000 hours of steam injection by plugging different models for FTT are depicted in Figs. 8 -11 . Fig.  8 shows the maximum relative errors of 2.6% -3.2% from the basecase in the estimation of the casing temperature at bottomhole and wellhead conditions, respectively, because of choosing different models of FTT. The relative errors in the estimation of heat loss, steam quality and tubing wellbore temperature at bottomhole conditions are 9.5%, 0.9% and approximately 0.0%, respectively (Figs. 9-11 ). As seen from these figures, the maximum and minimum effects are observed in the heat loss and tubing fluid temperature, respectively. The result that the tubing fluid temperature is not sensitive to the type of the FFT model can be explained by the fact that different formation temperature estimations increase or decrease the heat loss, but as long as the fluid inside the tubing is in the two-phase region, the steam quality fluctuates and amends the heat loss change accordingly. Therefore, the tubing fluid temperature remains almost constant. It should be mentioned that if the field input data are changed, the effect of choosing different types of FTT will be different from that reported here. For instance, if the steam injection flow rate decreases, the difference in prediction of the formation temperature by different models will affect the prediction of other parameters more significantly.
Because the difference in prediction of the formation temperature between the 1D and 2D numerical modelling appears near the wellhead and bottomhole locations (they predict almost the same formation temperature in other locations), their performance is compared just for the wellhead in Table 3 for different times of steam injection (starting from 1 hour up to 10,000 hours). As seen from this table, (17) .
as time goes on, the difference between the predictions of these two models increases and also diffuses more and more from the wellhead toward the depth of the wellbore. Note that this difference increases in the case where a colder surface and/or hotter bottomhole temperature exists or where the axial heat conductivity in the formation is higher than the radial heat conductivity.
To compare the run time between different approaches, Field Test 1 is run for 71 hours of steam injection with 0.5 hour as the timestep with the multiphase flow methods of Hasan et al. (37) and Beggs and Brill (36) (the results are reported in Table 4 ). When the method of Hasan et al. (37) is used for multiphase flow equations, the correlations for FTT are the fastest with approximately 54 seconds of run time on average, as expected; the 1D and 2D numerical modelling approaches require approximately 78 and 92 seconds of run time, respectively. If Beggs and Brill's multiphase flow correlations (36) are used instead, the run time reduces 8 seconds on average in all cases of FTT. This is because the use of an internal iteration in the Hasan et al. (37) method to correct the initial guess for the friction factor that increases the run time compared with Beggs and Brill's method (36) .
Among the main drawbacks of the correlations is that they are ascending functions in terms of time. Therefore, if some interruption occurs in any injection or production operation (for instance, shut in the well), they cannot predict the formation temperature correctly unless a new geothermal temperature gradient is calculated near the wellbore, which will introduce an additional approximation and also a time-dependent parameter. Another possible remedy is the use of the superposition principle in the analytical models that requires storage of data from previous timesteps. On the other hand, the 1D and 2D numerical modelling approaches have the capability to adjust themselves to any change in the wellbore operation (increasing or decreasing the flow rate in injection 
Depth, ft
This Study (2D Numerical for FTT) This Study [Ramey (7) for FTT] This Study [Hasan and Kabir (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) for FTT] This Study [Fontanilla and Aziz (17) or production wells or shut in the well for multiple times). Overall, it is recommended to use the 2D numerical modelling for FTT in the processes that require an accurate wellbore modelling. For example, in the reverse well testing with surface data, where these data must be accurately translated back to the bottomhole condition without entering additional errors, the multiphase methods impose some errors; if the heat transfer modelling also has some error, the quality of data that will be obtained at the bottomhole condition will decrease. The 2D approach can also be used when an accurate standalone wellbore simulator is required. In the case where quick and less accurate results (particularly for the simulation of several wells in a full-field reservoir simulation) are required, using the correlations for FTT is recommended. Unsteady-State Heat Transfer Modelling. In our previous work [Bahonar et al. (9) ] and so far in this paper, the heat transfer from the wellbore up to the cementing/formation interface has been assumed at the semisteady-state condition, which means that the tubing wall (possible insulation), annulus fluid, casing wall and cementing are all assumed not to have any heat capacity to absorb the heat and to be at the steady-state condition in each timestep. This assumption works well for long steam injecting operations because the heat absorbed by the wellbore system (from the tubing wall up to the cementing/formation interface) is negligible compared with the total heat injected into the reservoir. However, the heat capacity of these materials will be important in the transient regime when any small heat loss affects all the results. None of the models in the literature have treated the heat loss from the tubing up to the cementing/formation interface in the fully unsteady-state mode. The reason is that in the wellbore annulus we have all sorts of highly nonlinear and coupled heat transfer mechanisms, including conduction, convection and thermal radiation. Additionally, because the annulus is not a porous medium, computational fluid dynamic (CFD) techniques must be used to model this part in the fully unsteady-state mode. However, because modelling an annulus with a depth of 1,000 ft by This Study (2D Numerical for FTT) This Study [Ramey (7) for FTT] This Study [Hasan and Kabir (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) for FTT] This Study [Fontanilla and Aziz (17) This Study (2D Numerical for FTT) This Study [Ramey (7) for FTT] This Study [Hasan and Kabir (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) for FTT] This Study [Fontanilla and Aziz (17) the CFD techniques is extremely expensive in terms of computational time, no model uses this approach. To achieve some benefits from both the fully unsteady-state mode in terms of accuracy and the semisteady-state in terms of computational speed, we introduce a new scheme and call it the semiunsteady-state mode, which is explained now.
As noted earlier, in this paper a more general discretization form of the 2D numerical model for FTT is used. This model enables to handle any heterogeneity in the heat conductivity in both the radial and axial directions. Therefore, the grid systems are shifted from the formation toward the casing. This implies that instead of starting from the cement/formation interface, gridding starts from casing, then covers all over the cementing and finally ends on the formation. The heat capacity of the tubing wall and annulus gas (the gas heat capacity and its density are negligible compared with the large heat capacity and density of the tubing and casing walls) is absorbed into the casing heat capacity by considering an effective heat capacity as indicated by Equation (39) Heat Loss, % t=1,000 hours [Ali (16) ] t=1,000 hours [Ramey (7) ] t=1,000 hours [Hasan and Kabir (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) ]
t=1,000 hours [Fontanilla and Aziz (17) formation interface). The second option that has been recently introduced is to consider semiunsteady-state heat transfer in the wellbore system. The temperature distributions for these two options and the initial formation temperature at depth of 800 ft and within 1 ft of the wellbore radius are depicted in Figs. 12-14. As seen from these figures, the differences between the results of these two options are considerable at small time of steam injection and decrease as time increases. For example, the casing temperature difference for these two options at this depth is 31.4°F for 1 hour of steam injection and decreases to 20°F and 18.9°F for 71 and 168 hours of steam injection, respectively. Therefore, it is recommended to use the semisteady-state scheme for almost all field applications except in the case where initial results (transient time) are required and important. Prediction of Casing Temperature. In this section, our wellbore simulator is used to predict the casing temperature. Its performance is checked against both field data and predictions of other models. The main idea here is to show how using different models for FTT may affect the prediction of the casing-temperature profile in short times. The field data used are acquired from reference [Herrera et al. (14) ] and are for the 38-25 William Holding well of the Cat Canyon field. This well is a deep steam injector at a depth of 2,700 ft where the cyclic steam stimulation (CSS) process was used before a steam drive pilot was started. A thermocouple was installed at the depth of 2,700 ft in this well to monitor the casing temperature and the results of this monitoring are illustrated in Fig. 15 . In the first and second cycles of the CSS process, two and three casing measurements were acquired, respectively, that for consistence with reference [Fontanilla and Aziz (17) ] are referred to as 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D and 3E with 16, 168, 240, 276 and 312 hours of steam injection, respectively. The field data used in the simulation is reported in Table 2 . 
Steam Quality, %
t=1,000 hours [Ali (16) ] t=1,000 hours [Ramey (7) ] t=1,000 hours [Hasan and Kabir (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) ]
t=1,000 hours [Fontanilla and Aziz (17) (16) ] t=1,000 hours [Ramey (7) ] t=1,000 hours [Hasan and Kabir (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) ] t=1,000 hours [Fontanilla and Aziz (17) ] As seen in Table 2 , the only differences between the two sets of field data are the geothermal temperature gradient and wellhead pressure. The geothermal temperature gradient originally reported by Herrera et al. (14) was 0.012°F/ft for both cycles of the process. The geothermal temperature gradient was decreased from 0.012°F/ ft to 0.0037 °F /ft by Fontanilla and Aziz (17) , resulting from deficiency in FTT that was in the Fontanilla and Aziz model. As mentioned previously, the correlations for FTT do not work for the case that some interruptions occur in the well unless the geothermal temperature gradient is modified accordingly (which is a trial and error procedure until a new and good matching number for the geothermal temperature gradient can be found). For this reason and because the well was under the injection of steam for 1 week before soak and production started, the geothermal temperature gradient was decreased from 0.012°F/ft (for the second cycle) to 0.0037°F/ft (for the first cycle). This means that the formation was initially at a lower temperature, but after the first cycle it warmed up. The wellhead pressure in the field was also increased from 950 psi to 1,350 psi from the first to the second injection cycles.
Figs. 16-20 show the prediction of the casing temperature by both our model [with the two multiphase flow equations of Hasan et al. (37) and Beggs and Brill (36) ] and Fontanilla and Aziz's 
model (17) [with the two multiphase flow equations of Aziz et al. (45) and Beggs and Brill (36) ]. As seen from these figures, Fontanilla and Aziz's model (17) with the Aziz et al. correlations (45) underpredicts the casing temperature in all cases with approximately 5°F in the first and 8°F in the second cycles, while the same model with the Beggs and Brill correlations (36) gives a good prediction of the casing temperature in all cases. Our model with the Hasan et al. correlations (37) gives a match with less than 1°F difference in all cases except for the Field Test 3B, where the difference is near 5°F. Additionally, our model based on the Beggs and Brill correlations gives a match with less than 2°F difference in all cases except for the Field Test 3A where the difference is again near 5°F. One interesting point that can be detected from these figures is that in all cases the bottomhole trend of the curves are toward the field casing temperature, but the starting point in the wellhead for our model is different from that of the Fontanilla and Aziz model in Field Tests 3A and 3B. This difference decreases from 3A to 3B and disappears after a long injection time. The reason again goes back to the use of a correlation for FTT in the Fontanilla and Aziz model that has some errors at early time, and this error decreases at sufficiently later time. Because our model is based on a 2D numerical model for FTT, it shows correct trends for the casing temperature prediction. Fig. 21 shows the steam pressure change inside the wellbore vs. depth by different models for Field Test 1A. This figure illustrates that there is a large difference between the predictions of the different models (except those that use the same multiphase flow correlations).
Figs. 22 and 23 demonstrate steam quality and heat loss vs. depth for Field Test 1A, respectively. Both models with different multiphase equations predict almost the same numbers: a steam quality decrease from 70% to approximately 40% and heat loss of near 20%. Although the large pressure differences were observed for different models (Fig. 21) , similar steam quality and heat loss are predicted. The reason is that the steam injection mass flow rate is high (14,600 lbm/hr) for this field test; therefore, steam quality and heat loss are not affected by the differences in the prediction of the various models. These differences were large in Field Tests 1A, 1B and 2 with lower injection mass flow rates [Bahonar et al. (9) ]. One reason for the high heat loss (20%) for this well is the high-pressure annulus of 1,200 psia (this high-pressure annulus captured with an appropriate real high-pressure fluid model inside the annulus) that boosts the convective heat loss from the tubing toward the formation. Using a packer to isolate the annulus and decrease its pressure and also using insulation in wells similar to this one are the possible solutions to decrease the heat loss.
Figs. 24 and 25 compare the steam quality and heat loss vs. depth for Field Tests 1A and 1B. As seen in these two figures, as more steam is injected into the reservoir (a longer time of steam injection) and the well surrounding medium grows warmer, the steam quality increases and heat loss decreases with time.
Conclusions
A 2D formation heat-transfer PDE has been discretized implicitly in a more general form to be able to treat any heterogeneity in the formation heat properties in both the radial and axial directions. Applications include the modelling of multilayer formation with multiple geothermal temperature gradients and the modelling of water evaporation in the formation near the casing to more accurately estimate the casing temperature.
Five different models, including two numerical (1D and 2D PDEs) and three analytical models (correlations) for FTT, have been studied, and the effect of choosing any of them on the performance of a wellbore simulator has been investigated. It has been seen that using the numerical 2D model for FTT gives the best results in expense of more computational time. This model is recommended for accurate processes such as reverse well testing and for the applications that require a standalone wellbore simulator. For longer time and faster simulation runs, with several wells in a full field simulation, the implementation of correlations for FTT is ad- vised. Both 1D and 2D heat transfer PDEs give good results, but as time progresses the prediction power of the 1D model decreases compared with the 2D one, especially at the top and bottom well boundaries. Among the correlations, Ramey's model (7) works the best for time greater than a week, Fontanilla and Aziz's model (17) performs reasonably well for all time with decreasing errors as time becomes large, and Hasan's model (27) works well for all time but with less accuracy at significantly large times.
An approach has been presented to consider the unsteady-state condition from tubing up to formation. It has been observed that the assumption of semisteady-state (in contrast to semiunsteadystate) heat transfer in the tubular and cement materials is a good assumption for long time processes. The difference between these two assumptions in predicting temperatures of different parts in the wellbore system decreases as time becomes large.
The model has been successfully validated against field data and the prediction of other models and shown to accurately predict the casing temperature. The differences in the prediction of the casing temperature profile between using our model and other models, specifically at small times, have been explained in terms of the FTT type used in each model.
Nomenclature
A g = area occupied by gas, ft 2 A ti = inside tubing area, ft 2 (17) [Aziz et al. (45) for Multiphase Flow] Fontanilla and Aziz (17) [Beggs and Brill (36) (17) [Aziz et al. (45) (17) [Beggs and Brill (36) (17) [Aziz et al. (45) (36) for Multiphase Flow] Fontanilla and Aziz (17) [Beggs and Brill (36) 
Depth, ft
Fontanilla and Aziz (17) [Aziz et al. (45) [Beggs and Brill (36) for Multiphase Flow] Fontanilla and Aziz (17) [Beggs and Brill (36) k t = thermal conductivity of tubing, Btu/(hr ft °F ) L = total depth of well, ft m HDx = heat transfer rate across the perforations, Btu/(hr ft) P = wellbore pressure, psia P wh = wellhead injection steam pressure, psia Q loss = heat loss rate to surroundings, Btu/(hr ft) r = radius, ft r ci = inside radius of casing, ft r co = outside radius of casing, ft r ins = radius of the outside insulation surface, ft r ti = inside radius of tubing, ft r to = outside radius of tubing, ft r wb = cementing/formation interface radius, ft t = time, second (hour) (17) [Aziz et al. (45) for Multiphase Flow]
This Study [Hasan et al. (37) for Multiphase Flow]
Fontanilla and Aziz (17) [Beggs and Brill (36) v ∞ = drift velocity of gas (steam) in liquid (water), ft/s V = volume, ft 3 ẇ = mass flow rate, lbm/hr x = steam quality, fraction z = wellbore direction, ft a e = formation thermal diffusivity, ft 2 /hr a e ' = parameter defined in Equation (11), (°F ft 3 )/Btu b = growth factor in geometrical gridding system, dimensionless D r = radial interval, ft D z = distance interval, ft e ci = emissivity of inside casing surface, dimensionless e to = emissivity of outside tubing surface, dimensionless θ = local angle between well and the vertical direction, radian r e = earth density, lbm/ft 3 r g = gas density, lbm/ft 3 r L = liquid density (water density), lbm/ft 3 r m = mixture density, lbm/ft 3 Subscript k = grid discretization index in the z-direction l = lth layer in the formation P = phase p, p=L (liquid) or p=g (gas) sat = saturation wh = wellhead Fontanilla and Aziz (17) [Beggs and Brill (36) [Beggs and Brill (36) (17) [Aziz et al. (45) for Multiphase Flow] 
Fontanilla and Aziz (17) [Beggs and Brill (36) (17) [Aziz et al. (45) in. 2 × 6.451 6 * E+00 = cm 2 lbf × 4.44822 E+00 = N lbm × 4.535924 E-01 = kg psi × 6.894 757 E+00 = kPa psia × 6.894757 E+00 = kPa * Conversion factor is exact. Fontanilla and Aziz (17) [Beggs and Brill (36) [Beggs and Brill (36) (17) [Aziz et al. (45) for Multiphase Flow] 
Fontanilla and Aziz (17) [Beggs and Brill (36) (17) [Aziz et al. (45) Heat Loss, % This Study [Beggs and Brill (36) 
This Study [Beggs and Brill (36) 
